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Abstract: Through the development of solid phase microextraction (SPME) technologies, thin film
solid phase microextraction (TF-SPME) has been repeatedly validated as a novel sampling device
well suited for various applications. These applications, encompassing a wide range of sampling
methods such as onsite, in vivo and routine analysis, benefit greatly from the convenience and
sensitivity TF-SPME offers. TF-SPME, having both an increased extraction phase volume and surface
area to volume ratio compared to conventional microextraction techniques, allows high extraction
rates and enhanced capacity, making it a convenient and ideal sampling tool for ultra-trace level
analysis. This review provides a comprehensive discussion on the development of TF-SPME and
the applications it has provided thus far. Emphasis is given on its application to thermal desorption,
with method development and optimization for this desorption method discussed in detail. Moreover,
a detailed outlook on the current progress of TF-SPME development and its future is also discussed
with emphasis on its applications to environmental, food and fragrance analysis.

Keywords: TF-SPME; microextraction; thermal desorption; environmental analysis; flavor and
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1. Introduction

As the need for more sensitive and greener alternatives in analytical chemistry continues to
grow [1–5], it is necessary for the further development of robust sample preparation technologies to
meet these modern demands. Sample preparation, being the first step in any analytical procedure,
is far-reaching since any and all steps in the workflow are consequently affected by the sampling
and extraction method used. The sampling and clean-up of compounds before introduction into an
instrument plays a critical role in the achieved sensitivity and quantitative capabilities of the method.
Consequently, novel extraction techniques must be developed to enhance analytical performance,
while meeting the newfound call for greener sample preparation methods. Microextraction, being
characterized by a small amount of extraction phase compared to the volume of the sample [6],
affords the opportunity of substantially reducing the amount of organic solvent used while still
achieving similar or better results compared to more traditional extraction techniques such as solid
phase extraction (SPE) [7,8] and liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) [9]. The volume of the extraction
phase, being inconsequential to the overall volume of the sample [6], allows rapid non-exhaustive
extraction, in some cases non-depletive, that can easily be quantitated using a variety of calibration
methods [10]. Moreover, analytes from the sample matrix are extracted in their “free-form” (non-bound
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or free-concentration), giving the opportunity for the analysis of bio-available analytes in various
matrices. Among existing microextraction techniques, solid phase microextraction (SPME) is the most
widely adopted as it allows solvent-less extraction that can be easily automated and adapted for in vivo
and onsite applications [11]. The conventional configuration of SPME consists of an extraction phase
coated on a solid, fiber-like support composed of fused silica, stainless steel or flexible metal alloys;
this geometry allows ease of use and automated extraction and analysis [11]. As a sample preparation
method, the use of SPME enables sampling and pre-concentration to be performed in one simple step,
making the technique more versatile in its use and able to achieve better throughput compared to more
laborious exhaustive methods such as SPE and LLE.

2. From Fiber to Thin Film Format: Pros and Cons

In common with all non-exhaustive extraction techniques, the mechanism of extraction for SPME
is based on the equilibrium-driven diffusion of analytes between the sample matrix and the extraction
phase [6]. The amount extracted at equilibrium between these phases is described in Equation
(1) and explained in Section 4, “Fundamentals of TF-SPME”. This equation implies that for most
SPME-based extractions, the only parameters that are consequential when optimizing extraction
efficiency for a non-exhaustive extraction are the distribution coefficient between the sample and the
extraction phase (Kes), and the volume of the extraction phase (Ve). During method development and
optimization, Kes is maximized through changes in different physical parameters of the extraction,
such as temperature, agitation, ionic strength, the amount of organic solvent in the sample (if any)
and most notably extraction phase chemistry [6]. As a result, during the development of an SPME
device the physiochemical properties of the coating must be carefully selected as they affect both the
extraction efficiency and specificity for the targeted analyte. Additionally, the extraction phase must
also be able to be efficiently desorbed, by either thermal desorption (TD) (the phase then needing to be
thermally stable) or by desorption in an organic solvent (the phase not swelling in organics).

Beyond the previously mentioned parameters, an increase in extraction phase volume also
contributes to the enhanced efficiency of the sampling device [12]. This phase volume allows improved
capacity for the analyte, which in turn enables a more sensitive extraction, applicable to ultra-trace
level analysis, doing so, however, poses practical challenges in both engineering of the device and
mass transfer phenomena. For example, when optimizing the volume of the extraction phase (Ve)
for fiber SPME, a simple increase in the diameter of the coating, as seen in Equation (2), drastically
prolongs the equilibration time and negatively affects the desorption efficiency. An increase in phase
volume for a fiber SPME also requires a redesign of the whole device assembly, as in the case of the
recently introduced Arrow-SPME [13,14]. This device, while important to the overall development of
SPME due to its enhanced capacity, will not be further discussed as it does not seek to maximize the
device’s surface-to-volume ratio as other TF-SPME devices do.

There have been multiple developments throughout the years to increase the extraction phase
volume of microextraction devices to enhance their sensitivity with varying success. Still commonly
used today, stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE) seeks to increase the volume of extraction phase by coating
a magnetic stir bar with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for the immersive extraction of aqueous analytes,
and has proven suitable for both direct immersion and headspace extraction [15]. This geometry allows
higher capacities than conventional SPME fiber due to the larger extraction volume, however, it still
has yet to overcome the difficulties discussed previously in timely extraction [16] (especially in regards
to large sample volumes) [17] and efficient desorption. While the large capacity can grant greater
sensitivity, the extraction time can take 24 h [18] and desorption can be long as well depending on the
molecular weight and volatility of the analytes [17]. Thin film solid phase microextraction (TF-SPME),
a novel SPME device first developed in 2003 [12], overcomes these limitations, extraction efficiency
and capacity, by the use of an alternative geometry. TF-SPME consists of a large-volume thin layer of
extraction phase (originally pure PDMS) for the pre-concentration of analytes. The development of
TF-SPME devices differs from previous attempts as its geometry is simply a flat planar surface, effectively
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increasing the surface area-to-volume ratio and thus avoiding the usual caveats of increased phase
volume [12]. With enhanced capacity and faster equilibration rates compared to other microextractive
methods, the practicality of the first iteration of TF-SPME devices was still limited. The geometry
of the earlier developments of the technique was cumbersome, its large volume required specially
suited large-volume injectors which not all labs were equipped for [12]. On a more fundamental
note, an increase of extraction phase volume consequently increases the amount of background and
bleed from the extraction phase itself and this critical drawback has only recently been addressed by
newer generations of TF-SPME devices [19]. Although the desorption of TF-SPME devices can be fully
automated, their geometry still poses a barrier for online extraction and analysis, and currently an
auto-sampler that can both perform extraction and desorption for conventional TF-SPME devices has
yet to be developed. The suitability of TF-SPME devices, however, for ultra-trace level analysis, along
with its convenience of onsite sampling, makes it a suitable and robust alternative SPME application.

3. Types of Desorption Modes for TF-SPME

There are various different approaches that can be employed toward the desorption of TF-SPME
devices, and these techniques are chosen based on the characteristics of the compounds of interest and
the composition of the TF-SPME device itself. Aside from TD, the second most common desorption
method used for TF-SPME is liquid desorption (LD), commonly used in conjunction with liquid
chromatography but also with various separation platforms [20–23]. LD utilizes an organic solvent
(or a mixture of water and multiple organic solvents) to re-extract all compounds from the extraction
phase before introduction of the now-analyte enriched liquid phase into an analytical instrument.
In doing so, this allows the TF-SPME device to still carry out sampling and sample clean up before
desorbing into a much smaller amount of organic solvent that would usually be required for LLE.
This desorption mode is a necessity for liquid-phase separations; most commonly used for non-volatiles,
thermally labile compounds and biomolecules [24]. Previous studies have shown promise for the direct
coupling of SPME to nanoelectrospray ionization [25,26], the nanospray solvent effectively desorbing
the SPME device. More recently, nanomaterial-based TF-SPME devices have been simultaneously
desorbed and analyzed by total reflection X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (TXRF) [27,28] which can
be applied to both the analysis of organic compounds and metals.

Desorption by Thermal Desorption Unit (TDU)

Since the advent of thermally stable extractive phases and binders, the TD of sorbents has been an
attractive method for sample introduction to analytical instrumentation, as it requires no additional
organic solvent as many other methods do [7–9,21]. As the science and engineering behind these
thermally stable phases progress, the inherent background of newly developed phases (solid or
liquid) is reduced, thus allowing the TD of appropriate sorbents to be applicable to ultra-trace level
analysis [19,29,30]. Fundamentally, TD operates by heating a sorbent with hot gas to release all volatile
analytes adsorbed onto the extraction phase, the increase in temperature driving the partition coefficient
of the analytes to favor the gas phase thus releasing them from the sorbent. To its advantage, TD enables
the introduction of all analytes to a gas chromatograph (GC), with the exception of any non-volatiles
that either remain on the TF-SPME device or are desorbed and deposited in the liner/column (as can be
the circumstance with liquid injection). This characteristic of TD prolongs the life of the analytical
column, reducing the amount of maintenance needed due to the reduction of particulate matter
introduced to the column. The ease-of-use and efficiency of TD, along with the inherent greenness of
the method (when applicable to solid sorbents), allows TD to be the desorption method of choice for
most volatile and semi-volatile compounds.

The efficiency of TD coupled with the convenient geometry of fiber SPME has allowed it to be
easily adapted for online analysis. Taking advantage of quick extraction times and a lack of organic
solvent, the TD of fiber SPME has long been used for routine analysis. As in other SPME geometries,
TD is the most efficient and green desorption method for the analysis of volatiles by TF-SPME, directly
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desorbing into the instrument and removing the need for an organic solvent. However, as TF-SPME
devices boast a larger extraction phase volume compared to the conventional fiber SPME geometry,
an adapter is needed for the GC inlet to accommodate its larger size. In the development of TD
adapters for larger extraction phase volumes, Wilcockson and colleagues [31] first made a custom
thermal desorption unit (TDU) that employed an external heating element to accommodate a 22 mm
glass disk coated with extraction phase. Only a couple of years later, Bruheim et al. [12] used a glass
insert to introduce a sheet of monophasic PDMS to a commercial programmed temperature vaporizer
(PTV) injector. Since then, as there is an ever-growing need for large-volume PTV injectors for various
extraction techniques, the manufacturing of automated TDUs suitable for TF-SPME have become
commonplace with units from companies such as GERSTEL, Inc. (Figure 1). The geometry of the TDU
itself plays a large role in the development of TF-SPME technology, as the volume and overall shape of
the TF-SPME device must be developed so the intended desorption unit can accommodate the device
and effectively desorb it.
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Figure 1. Two-stage thermal desorption unit for thin film solid phase microextraction (TF-SPME) (photo
courtesy of GERSTEL Inc.). For the purpose of clarity, the CIS (cooled injection system) is referred to as
a cryo-trap in the text. TDU, thermal desorption unit; GC, gas chromatography.

The thermal desorption of TF-SPME devices is typically carried out by a two-stage device,
as opposed to the simpler one-stage TD often used for small-volume phases, such as is the case of
traditional SPME fiber devices. In two-stage TD, the first stage is responsible for the release of analytes
from the extraction phase into the desorption unit. This first stage is in many ways equivalent to a
one-stage TDU, however, there are more parameters to carefully optimize compared to traditional
one-stage desorption (an example being a typical GC inlet). Opposed to only transferring the analyte
directly into the column, with a two-stages desorption the analyte must be efficiently desorbed and
transferred into the cryo-trap first, and then passed into the column. This requires optimization of
the different split settings and temperature programming for each stage. The first stage, the TDU,
is most often run at a constant temperature to desorb all compounds enriched on the TF-SPME device,
however, a temperature ramp program is possible if desired. This temperature must then be optimized
depending on the volatility of the analyte (typically recommended to be 50 ◦C below a compound
boiling point) and the thermal stability of the extraction phase, the latter usually taking priority as
different extraction phases require different thermal thresholds to desorb efficiently. In most instances,
the lowest operating temperature that can be used for the desorption of enriched analytes with minimal
carryover is optimal, as this approach prolongs the health of the TF-SPME device and minimizes the
amount of bleed from the extraction phase. As an example, the operating temperatures for the two
commercially available TF-SPME devices, Carboxen®/PDMS (Car/PDMS) and divinylbenzene/PDMS
(DVB/PDMS), go up to 250 ◦C. This parameter, like many others, needs to be optimized by trial and
error at the beginning of the analytical procedure. Additionally, the split ratio must be optimized like
any other injector, however, as the TDU does not directly transfer analyte into the column but the
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cryo-trap, the split-mode of the TDU does not necessarily reflect the overall behavior of the injector.
During desorption by way of the TDU, the analyte is transferred through a heated capillary to a
cryo-trap. After desorption, the TDU is cooled and the TF-SPME device removed to ensure that no
residual analyte is erroneously transferred from the TDU to the cryo-trap during the second stage.
Furthermore, the heated transfer capillary connecting the TDU and cryo-trap should always be at a
greater temperature than the highest temperature of the TDU to ensure complete transfer of all analyte
into the cryo-trap, preferably 20–30 ◦C higher.

Contrary to one-stage desorption, in two-stage TD, after the first stage desorbs all volatile and
semi-volatile compounds from the extraction phase, the second stage is used to pre-focus analytes before
their introduction into the analytical column. This pre-focusing step, while a boon to any TD method,
is especially crucial when desorbing large-volume phases due to the amount of analyte desorbed and the
longer desorption times typically required. During the desorption of such large-volumes, as is the case
of TF-SPME, the loss of highly-volatile compounds and ultra-volatiles during a single-stage desorption
method would be unavoidable. The pre-focusing step is usually achieved by the inclusion of either a
sorbent tube or temperature-controlled unit (here referred to as a cryo-trap). While a sorbent-based
second-stage can exhibit suitable trapping capacities of analyte, the addition of a second sorbent can
complicate method optimization and thus cryo-trap stages are generally preferred. Depending on
the cryo-trap device used, the trap can be cooled by liquid gas (such as nitrogen and carbon dioxide)
or a solid-state device. In the use of a cryo-trapping device, while the analytes are desorbed at high
temperature in the TDU, the cryo-trap is held at a low temperature, −40 to 0 ◦C being appropriate for
most volatiles [16,32,33] with highly volatile substances requiring lower temperatures trending toward
−150 ◦C to properly pre-focus [8,19,29,34–36]. Only after all compounds are thermally desorbed from
the TF-SPME device and condensed in the cryo-trap, the temperature of the cryo-trap is increased at a
high rate (usually 12 ◦C/s), achieving discrimination-free transfer of analytes into the analytical column
with minimal sample loss. Proper method development and TF-SPME workflow (Figure 2), with the
use of a cryo-trap for the focusing of volatiles, results in sharper chromatographic peaks and ensures
that all compounds extracted are introduced into the analytical column, increasing the reproducibility
and sensitivity of the analytical method. In case of direct immersion extraction, it is advisable to gently
wipe the TF-SPME device before introduction into the desorption liner, as to avoid potential matrix
contaminants such as water and oil entering the TDU.
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Care must be taken when deciding the type of split for the cryo-trap as it is synergistic with
the TDU (Table 1). It should be mentioned that the gas flow of a two-stage unit is restricted by the
cryo-trap during both stages. As a result, if splitless injection is desired a solvent-venting cryo-trap
is still necessary to maximize gas flow, thus allowing efficient desorption. This solvent-vent must
then be closed when the cryo-trap begins to increase in temperature, ensuring a splitless injection
with maximum desorption efficiency. In short, for maximum sensitivity both stages should be run in
splitless mode, the cryo-trap being operated under solvent-vent conditions before desorption into the
column. In the presence of solvent, the cryo-trap can typically run in a mode that vents the solvent
if the boiling point differs greatly from the analyte (approximately a 150 ◦C difference). This allows
better chromatography with no loss of analyte, provided the boiling point temperature difference is
sufficient and the cryo-trap is heated after the solvent vent closes, effectively making this method
a splitless injection onto the column. For unknown analysis, it is typical to run both stages in split
mode, and with concentrations in the ppm level, the TDU must have an appropriate split ratio with
the cryo-trap being performed in either a splitless or solvent venting fashion.

Table 1. Common parameters of two-stage thermal desorption and their applications.

Application TDU Split Cryo-Trap Split Rationale

Ultra-trace analysis Splitless Solvent-vent 1 Maximum amount of analyte injected
High concentrations Splitless Solvent-vent Sensitivity/less column load
Unknown analysis Split Split Clean cryo-trap/column

Watery/fouled devices Split Solvent-vent 1 High sensitivity/clean cryo-trap
1 Solvent-venting ends at the same time the cryo-trap begins to heat, allowing maximum desorption flow while still
achieving a splitless injection.

It should be noted that alternative forms of TD for TF-SPME devices have been recently reported.
These methods use “transmission mode” devices consisting of a coated mesh-like surface to enrich
analytes and subsequently both desorb and ionize in one step using ambient ionization methods [37–39].
Direct analysis in real time (DART), an ambient ion source that has been shown to be well suited for
onsite analysis [40], can be simply coupled to TF-SPME (coated mesh-like geometry) by positioning
the device in-between the ion source and the mass spectrometer (MS). In this way, a stream of heated
plasma (most often helium) desorbs the TF-S4PME transmission device while also ionizing analytes at
the same time [37,38]. Another ambient ionization source, dielectric barrier discharge ionization (DBDI),
has also been proven to be well suited for the analysis of illicit drugs using TF-SPME devices [39].
However, as the DBDI source does not thermally desorb compounds as the DART source can, a separate
TD chamber was constructed using an aluminum body and temperature controller. This chamber was
then filled with pre-humidified nitrogen to facilitate desorption, the flow of this now-analyte enriched
gas entering the DBDI source [39].

4. Fundamentals of TF-SPME

SPME is one of the most attractive extraction techniques commonly used today due to its high
throughput, low-cost and solvent-less extraction. In recent years, TF-SPME has been developed to
better meet the demands of onsite and ultra-trace level analysis, as its high surface area-to-volume
ratio enables it to achieve enhanced sensitivity and greater extraction efficiency [12]. In common with
other extraction technologies, sampling using TF-SPME devices is characterized by partition equilibria
between the free form of the analyte in a sample and the extraction phase constituting the extraction
device. Consequently, the properties of the extraction phase play a significant role in the efficiency of
the extraction process. The total amount of extracted analyte in direct immersion SPME, where the
analyte equilibrates between only two phases, is described by Equation (1) [12]:

neq =
KesVeVs

KesVe + Vs
Cs , (1)
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where neq is the total amount of extracted analyte at equilibrium, Kes is the distribution constant of
the analyte between the matrix and extraction phase, Ve is the volume of extraction phase, Vs is the
volume of the sample and Cs is the initial concentration of analyte in the sample. As can be seen in
Equation (1), the greater the volume of the extraction phase (Ve), the larger amount of neq is extracted.

In the following equation describing the equilibrium time for the analyte between the two phases
(Equation (2)) [12],

te = t95% =
3δ(b− a)

Ds
, (2)

te is the required time for the analyte to reach equilibrium with the extraction phase, t95% is the time
needed to extract 95% of the equilibrium amount of an analyte on the device, δ is the thickness of the
boundary layer, (b − a) represents the thickness of the extraction phase and Ds is the diffusion constant
of the analytes into the sample matrix. While an increase in Ve allows higher extraction efficiency and
thus greater sensitivity according to Equation (1), Equation (2) demonstrates that the corresponding
increase in coating thickness results in a longer equilibrium time. Hence, it is important to optimize
these parameters to ensure the most efficient and practical mode of extraction [41].

Considering Equation (3) [12],
dn
dt

=
(DsA
δs

)
Cs, (3)

A thin film geometry can also enhance the sampling rate due to its high surface area-to-volume
ratio, reducing the time it takes to reach equilibrium and enhancing the capacity of the extraction
device. In this equation, n is the amount analyte extracted over the extraction time t, A is the area
of the extraction phase, Ds is the diffusion constant of the analyte into the sample matrix and δs is
the thickness of the boundary layer [42]. In other words, employing TF-SPME devices allows rapid
sampling with high extraction capacity, suitable for ultra-trace level analysis.

5. Development of the First TF-SPME Device and Improvements up to 2019

As discussed previously, the simultaneous increase of extraction phase volume and surface area
for TF-SPME devices allows enhanced sensitivity with as good or better extraction rates compared
to traditional fiber SPME. The development of the underlying theory of this phenomena took root
in 2000 when Semenov and colleagues described the kinetics of a thin layer of extraction phase,
predicting what would be the driving force for both TF-SPME and passive sampler development [43].
While not a traditional TF-SPME device, the first technique to exploit a higher surface area-to-volume
ratio to increase both extraction capacity and efficiency was developed in 2001 by Wilcockson and
colleagues [31]. The procedure utilized a thin film (0.05 and 0.33 µm) of ethylene-vinyl acetate as
the extraction phase which was coated onto 22 mm diameter glass disks serving as the support.
This passive sampling method, exhibiting a surface area to volume ratio over 1000 times higher than
comparable 100 µm SPME fibers, demonstrated faster equilibration times but with the caveat of having
less phase volume. Due to the decreased phase volume, sensitivity did not exceed traditional SPME
fibers, however, the method has still been adopted throughout the years with success as environmental
passive samplers [44–48]. While important to the development of TF-SPME, this technique does not
share the same geometry or sensitivity as traditional TF-SPME devices and thus is only mentioned due
to its importance in the development of parallel sampling technologies based on thin adsorbent layers.

First developed in 2003 by Bruheim and colleagues [12], the first TF-SPME device consisted of a
pre-manufactured 25.4 µm sheet of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as the extraction phase. This thin
sheet of PDMS was attached to a stainless steel rod as support, being affixed in a “flag-like” manner
during extraction and wrapped around the rod prior to manual TD in a PTV GC inlet (Figure 3). Using
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) as model analytes, the study demonstrated the practical
use of TF-SPME as an alternative geometry to fiber SPME in both direct immersion extraction and
headspace extraction. As the extraction efficiency was up to 20 times higher when using a 1 cm
× 1 cm sheet of PDMS compared to a 100 µm PDMS fiber, with the extraction rate exceeding the
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already-developed SBSE [15], TF-SPME devices were further developed and optimized for better
sensitivity and a more convenient sampling approach.
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Being limited to PDMS as an extraction phase, due to the availability of pre-made sorbents,
priority was given in the geometric optimization of TF-SPME devices. In 2006, Bragg and colleagues
modified a PDMS sheet into a 127 µm thick house-like shape (Figure 3) supported by a stainless steel
wire [49]. This TF-SPME device, dimensions of 2 cm × 2 cm with the triangular portion of the device
being 1 cm in height, boasted an increased phase volume of 0.0635 cm3 compared to the 0.00255 cm3

phase volume achieved by the previous developed TF-SPME device [12]. An increase of over 20 times
the volume of the extraction phase, the achievable amount of extracted analyte was greatly increased,
and thus greater sensitivity was attained. Moreover, the house-like geometry of the TF-SPME device
permitted an increase in surface area while still allowing the device to be easily wrapped around the
support, ensuring ease of injection into the GC inlet. Additionally, the same study demonstrated the
efficacy of using TF-SPME for field analysis of aqueous media, establishing TF-SPME as a convenient
onsite extraction tool [12].

A distinct departure from previous developments in both chemistry and design, Rodil and
colleagues [32] demonstrated the use of glass wool fabric as solid support for TF-SPME. Opposed
to previous attempts, which utilized pre-manufactured sheets of PDMS supported by steel wire, the
SPME devices designed consisted of a polyacrylate (PA) extraction phase bound to glass wool. During
the development of these devices, an amount of glass wool fabric was saturated with a solution of
PA, being cured while sandwiched between two sheets of polyethylene foil to ensure homogeneity
of the applied extraction phase. Being the first composite TF-SPME device developed, the sampling
device demonstrated increased mechanical stability and the final device was 6 cm × 0.3 cm after the
sheets of foil were removed. These TF-SPME devices, named “PA strips”, were compared to SBSE by
performing their extraction with the same parameters and desorbing them into a TDU, very similar to
the modern-day TD of TF-SPME devices. It was found, however, that these devices undergo thermal
decomposition after multiple uses, resulting in high amounts of bleed into the GC and a lack of
robustness of the device.

Incorporating the house-like geometry [49] and the glass fiber support [32] of earlier TF-SPME
devices, Riazi et al. [29] developed the first mixed-mode extraction phase for TF-SPME using Car/PDMS
and PDMS/divinylbenzene (PDMS/DVB). Adsorptive particles (Carboxen® or DVB) were suspended
in a solution of the binding agent (PDMS) before being applied to a thin sheet of glass wool fabric.
Instead of allowing the polymer solution to absorb into the supporting material as previous methods
did [32], the coating procedure was performed using the spin coating method due to its ease of use
and greater control over the phase thickness. After curing and cutting the material to a 2 cm × 2 cm
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square with a 1 cm triangle (same geometry developed by Bragg et al. [49]), the TF-SPME device
was held by a cotter pin during extraction of analytes. This newly developed TF-SPME device was
then desorbed into a large volume inlet (TDU-2, Gerstel GmbH, Mulheim, Germany) with a CIS-4
(Gerstel GmbH, Mulheim, Germany) cryo-trap. Accordingly, results showed a marked increase in the
mechanical stability of the device during extraction, as well as improved thermal stability during the
desorption process.

Building on the prior success of mixed-mode TF-SPME devices, the first self-supported particle
loaded TF-SPME device was developed using DVB particles loaded onto PDMS [36]. This device
was made with the intent of air-sampling using high amounts of DVB embedded into a PDMS base.
It was found that when increasing the amount of DVB particles onto the PDMS membrane, up to 30%
(w:w) DVB allows the membrane to achieve better mechanical stability compared to non-particle load
membranes, 20% being found to be optimal for mechanical stability and extraction efficiency. As a
result, the TF-SPME device boasted better sensitivity for the target analyte, benzene, than previous
methods using fiber SPME or monophasic PDMS TF-SPME devices. This device, however, was still
unable to appropriately be used in direct immersion extraction at high agitation rates, as the mechanical
stability was not as great as previous glass-coated TF-SPME devices [29].

In 2016, Grandy and colleagues developed a sampler exhibiting far less siloxane bleed and greater
robustness due to the carbon mesh support used therefore creating the first TF-SPME device well suited
for untargeted analysis and onsite sampling by direct immersion extraction [19]. To achieve this, higher
density PDMS was used to reduce bleed along with a slight reduction in phase volume. A mixture
of two components, DVB particles embedded into PDMS, was then spread out onto a carbon mesh
which primarily provided support along with some affinitive properties. In spite of the reduced phase
volume of this device, the new design still afforded a highly sensitive extraction with now far lower
siloxane bleed. Moreover, the carbon mesh support granted much better mechanical stability compared
to previous iterations of TF-SPME, allowing the device to undergo more rigorous agitation compared
to previously developed TF-SPME devices. After curing the extraction phase, the devices were then
cut to different sizes well suited for TD, allowing more practical device introduction compared to
previous methods. As a result of these recent developments, this version of TF-SPME is now the
first commercially available TF-SPME device, currently distributed by GERSTEL Inc. (Gerstel GmbH,
Mulheim, Germany). Since then, much of the development of TF-SPME devices has followed the same
convenient format. Different extraction phases have been tested but not commercialized yet, including
hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) phases that offer a wider range of extraction [30].

With the development of new mixed-mode extractive membranes that were both thermally and
mechanically stable, new TF-SPME devices were able to overcome the limitations of previous variants
of TF-SPME technology [12,16,32,49]. Initial devices, being made of pure monophasic extraction
phase, exhibited poor structural rigidity making their practical application cumbersome in immersive
extraction [12,49]. As a consequence of the large volumes of PDMS utilized in these devices, significant
siloxane bleed was found, resulting in unacceptably high backgrounds. This was at times circumvented
by use of single ion monitoring (SIM), avoiding detector saturation but nonetheless a technique not well
suited for untargeted analysis. With the development of glass fiber supported TF-SPME devices [29,32],
better structural rigidity was met, with the first device [32] still lacking suitable mechanical stability
and thermal stability for repeated analysis. The second glass fiber supported device [29], however,
not only achieved better mechanical and thermal stability compared to its earlier counterparts but
also demonstrated a wider range of extraction than found previously by the use of mixed-mode
extraction phases. While there is certainly a benefit of using glass fiber as a structural base for TF-SPME
devices, the large amount of extraction phase and binder used is still cause of concern in terms of high
siloxane backgrounds.

Further developments of TF-SPME devices have been focused on self-supported membranes
with the incorporation of extractive particles, allowing them to achieve efficient extraction of a wide
range of analytes. The incorporation of these extractive particles provided newfound mechanical
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stability [29], permitting the devices to be well suited for direct immersion extraction. Given that the
qualities indispensable to the sampling method and characteristics important for the ruggedness of any
GC-amenable extraction device—thermal stability, mechanical stability and extraction efficiency—were
finally met, a refinement of TF-SPME as a whole was essential and further development was needed.
Although it is true that the developed phases are thermally stable, a large volume of extraction phase
will still cause more background and bleed compared to a smaller volume. In light of this, the newest
iteration of TF-SPME devices [19], applying the extraction phase to a carbon mesh, solves this issue
by retaining comparable sensitivity but with drastically reduced siloxane bleed, all the while being
more mechanically stable than previous TF-SPME devices. As much as the geometry is far more
convenient than previous iterations, the planar surface still poses a practical obstacle in the engineering
of automated sampling and desorption. The major caveat in the new design is that currently only two
phases currently are offered (DVB/PDMS and Car/PDMS).

6. TF-SPME Coating Methods

The various extraction phases and coating methods used in the development of TF-SPME devices
(Figure 4) are chosen based on the chemical properties of the analyte, the surrounding matrix and the
adopted desorption method. There are many techniques for the coating of TF-SPME devices, including
dip coating [39,50], spin coating [51] bar coating [34,36,52], electrospinning [53] and spray coating [54].
Among these different coating methods, bar and spin coating are the most common coating methods for
the production of TF-SPME devices amendable for TD. The most common coating method discussed
in this review is bar coating in which the liquid extraction phase is set on a substrate and then this
extraction phase is spread by a bar to develop the device [24]. The first TF-SPME device made by bar
coating was prepared using DVB particles impregnated on PDMS and this device was later used for
air sampling with good results [36]. Moving forward, Grandy et al. prepared bar coated DVB/PDMS
onto a carbon-based mesh support coupled with a portable GC-MS for the quantitation of volatile and
semi-volatile organic compounds [19]. The bar coating procedure is needed to be repeated on both sides
of the carbon mesh support to ensure an even coating for the final device [9]. In 2017, Piri-Moghadam
et al. used bar coating for the preparation of DVB/PDMS TF-SPME devices for the analysis of common
pesticides in surface water samples. They found that the use of TF-SPME, in comparison to LLE,
provided enhanced selectivity, reproducibility and faster rates of extraction [9]. In another study by
Piri-Moghadam and colleagues in 2018, bar coating was utilized in the development of novel TF-SPME
devices in an effort to analyze various pesticides found in river water, demonstrating a greener and
more sensitive alternative than LLE [55]. The use of these developed DVB/PDMS TF-SPME devices for
the quantification of pesticides demonstrated enhanced sensitivity and extraction efficiency for both
onsite and bench-top analysis. In the spin coating method, in similar fashion to bar coating, a layer
of extraction phase is placed on the substrate, after which by spinning the substrate, a thin layer of
extraction phase is homogenously produced [24]. In both bar coating and spin coating, the thickness
of the extraction phase can easily be controlled by the pressure of the bar onto the substrate and the
intensity of spinning, respectively. Spray coating, one of the simplest methods for the preparation of
TF-SPME devices, utilizes a dissolved mixture of extractive phase in a suitable solvent to be sprayed
onto a stage until the formation of a uniform film [24]. An example of this technique, Mirnaghi et
al. prepared polyacrylonitrile-polystyrene (PAN-PS)-DVB and polyacrylonitrile–phenylboronic acid
(PAN-PBA) TF-SPME devices for the analysis of a variety of pharmaceuticals from human plasma [56].
Through the development of these two new TF-SPME devices for consequent analysis by LC-MS/MS,
the analysis of a wide spectrum of polar compounds in human plasma with high efficiency and rapid
throughput was achieved. Finally, another coating method which is often used for TD is electrospinning
or electrospray coating. In this method, a mixture containing a polymer is sprayed by electrical energy
on the surface of substrate [24]. In 2015, TF-SPME devices were prepared by the electrospinning
method using polyimide nanofibers for the investigation and quantification of phenol compounds in
environmental water using GC-MS [53]. Extraction devices were first activated by acetone, increasing
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hydrophilicity, resulting in greatly enhanced extraction efficiency with results demonstrating limits of
quantification (LOQs) in the ppt level.Separations 2019, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 21 
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7. Applications

7.1. Environmental Analysis

The applications of TF-SPME have been traditionally environmental in nature, as much of their
development has been expedited by the need for rugged and high capacity samplers, both passive
and active. Initial progress toward highly efficient samplers with greater surface-to-volume ratios
were developed to meet the need for the trace level extraction of contaminants found in complex
environmental matrices, but these matrices proved to be challenging due to a variety of parameters
such as large volumes for air analysis or the incredible sensitivity needed for persistent contaminants
in aqueous media. Under these circumstances, the enhanced sensitivity of TF-SPME coupled with its
convenient geometry for both extraction and introduction to onsite and benchtop instrumentation
affords it the opportunity to outperform other SPME technologies in trace level environmental analysis.

Initial developments of membrane-based TF-SPME were evaluated by the extraction of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from aqueous samples [12]. PAHs, a class of hydrophobic semivolatiles
that are commonly released into the environment through the combustion of hydrocarbons and other
organic matter, continue to rise in their environmental significance as they are readily distributed
throughout biosystems and are a known cause of cancer among other mutagenic effects [57]. Since then,
many studies have analyzed PAHs from aqueous samples using TF-SPME in various different modes,
utilizing PDMS film [16,49,58,59], TF-SPME membrane [20] and an alternative thin film-based sampler
using polymer-coated aluminum [45]. In addition, glass fiber reinforced TF-SPME has also been used
for the analysis of PAHs in aqueous samples, using polyacrylate coatings to extract PAHs along with
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organochlorous and organophosphorus pesticides, demonstrating greatly enhanced efficiency with the
partition coefficients for the TF-SPME device being up to 15 times higher than the SBSE device [32].
Less conventional extraction phases have also been introduced, as the recent success of carbonaceous
nanomaterials being suitable extraction phases for SPME have led the path toward the development
of mixed-mode carbonaceous TF-SPME devices. These carbonaceous TF-SPME devices have in turn
been proven to be effective in the extraction of different organic compound classes, an example again
being the analysis of PAHs in aqueous samples [20]. Furthermore, the analysis of PAHs have also
been performed using other “parallel” thin film technologies, that is, extraction which utilizes a large
surface area but does not exemplify the large phase volume needed for enhanced sensitivity. This is
accomplished using PDMS-coated vials for the determination of PAHs in soil [46]. Similar alternative
geometries have also been tested for their uses as passive samplers, such as ethylene-vinyl acetate
(EVA) coated glass fibers for the aqueous extraction of pesticides [48] and EVA coated glass cylinders
for the air sampling of volatile PCBs [44].

TF-SPME devices made of pure monophasic extraction phase, such as the first generation of
TF-SPME devices [12], are still used in some studies as passive samplers. In the case of pyrethroids,
a class of significantly hydrophobic insecticides that are known to cause damage to beneficial insects and
fish, the suitability of TF-SPME has been just recently studied using thin films (25–500 µm) of different
materials (silicon, polyethylene, polymethylmethacrylate, polyoxymethylene and polyurethane) as
passive samplers [60]. Another alternative geometry of passive sampling, sorptive tape extraction
(STE) [61], has also been effectively used for the direct sampling of plant volatiles [33,62] by both
headspace and direct application to the plant surface. This geometry uses a tape-like PDMS thin
film as a sampling device, providing an easy method of application for the non-invasive sampling
of environmental and biological [61] matrices, recently being demonstrated by Boggia et al. [33] to
be suitable for the analysis of herbivory-induced plant volatiles. While viewed currently as a passive
sampling device, similar technology could be implemented in the development of new, more convenient
TF-SPME devices.

During the development of particle-loaded TF-SPME devices, in this instance DVB particles in
PDMS, Jiang et al. demonstrated the greatly enhanced sensitivity TF-SPME offers in trace air sampling
and monitoring [36]. This particle loaded TF-SPME device was able to achieve extraction of a wide
range of analytes with differing volatilities at high capacity. Furthermore, the study quantitatively
samples benzene as a model analyte, a known carcinogen that is found commonly in fuels and smoking
devices or from polluted air near a high-traffic road. Other more recent studies have confirmed
the use of TF-SPME as a validated onsite sampling tool by its use in the analysis of biocides and
UV blockers in sunscreen found in rivers, utilizing HLB/PAN and octadecyl (C18)/PAN TF-SPME
devices [54]. Moreover, the efficacy of TF-SPME for the analysis of trace and ultra-trace level analysis
in environmental matrices has been repeatedly tested and validated since its inception. In more recent
times, since the development of carbon mesh-based TF-SPME devices, TF-SPME has been proven to be
even more of a convenient sampling tool for onsite analysis due to the structural robustness of the
device and its ease of introduction to portable instrumentation [19]. Since then, an interlaboratory study
comparing these newly improved TF-SPME devices (DVB/PDMS on carbon mesh) to EPA-validated
LLE methods demonstrated the efficacy of TF-SPME as a greener and more sensitive technique for the
routine analysis of pesticides in water [55]. This comparative study by Piri-Moghadam and colleagues
compared the suitability of different TF-SPME approaches to LLE. These approaches comprised of
an in-bottle TF-SPME method using benchtop GC/MS, an onsite drill-assisted sampling that later
used benchtop GC/MS and a procedure that used the same drill-assisted sampling as the previous
but instead used a portable GC/MS to achieve both onsite sampling and onsite analysis. Results
demonstrated (Table 2) the robustness of all TF-SPME-based methods, with the onsite extraction and
analysis being the most environmentally friendly of all methods in the study [55]. In a similar fashion,
the performance of TF-SPME has further been compared to other extraction methods, namely fiber
SPME and SPE, in the analysis of harmful coal frothing agents that have been reportedly released into
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environmental waters and, by consequence, contaminated drinking water supplies. This study, the first
to use a Car/PDMS TF-SPME device with carbon mesh support, was able to reliably extract multiple
components of the coal frothing agent, crude (4-methylcyclohexyl)methanol (MCHM), along with
a tentative metabolite with minimal sample manipulation. Results again showed TF-SPME devices
to be more efficient at trace-level analysis than other methods (Table 2) [8]. Furthermore, with the
development of novel HLB TF-SPME devices, Grandy and colleagues demonstrated the wide range of
analytes that can be extracted by the analysis of chlorination byproducts in residential hot tubs [30].

Applications of TF-SPME devices using other modes of desorption have also been applied in
the environmental sector. Recently, de la Calle and colleagues have utilized graphene TF-SPME
devices coupled with chelating agents to sample various different metals in aqueous samples before
analysis using total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF) [28]. Similar methods have also employed
similar TF-SPME-TXRF protocols with the use of nanomaterial TF-SPME devices [27]. In recent years,
nanomaterial-based TF-SPME devices have been successfully applied to TD [63]. Mohammadi et al.
demonstrated the use of a self-supported TF-SPME device composed of a zeolitic imidazolate
framework, which extracts the organophosphorus pesticide ethion with subsequent TD for the analysis
of environmental water samples [63]. In other respects, there are examples of more conventional
TF-SPME being used in conjunction with LD for environmental analysis [64], ranging from the analysis
of fluorinated benzoic acids in aqueous samples [21] to the analysis of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) by direct application of a TF-SPME device into fish tissue [65].

7.2. Flavors and Fragrance Analysis

TF-SPME has various applications for the analysis of flavors and fragrances in a variety of
different matrices. In this regard, Stuff and colleagues applied carbon mesh-supported DVB/PDMS
as an extraction phase for the sampling of various volatile compounds, such as alcohols and ethyl
esters [66]. The improved sensitivity for these various classes of compounds, afforded by TF-SPME,
is essential for the rigorous demands of quality control in the beverage industry. A similar study by
Vernarelli et al. investigated the efficacy of TF-SPME technology for the analysis of foodstuffs using
DVB/PDMS TF-SPME devices and analyzed dark chocolate, cheeses and Caesar dressing [34]. These
studies [34,66] compared the performance of TF-SPME to fiber SPME with the same stationary phase,
revealing enhanced extraction efficiency and capacity for the TF-SPME devices. In 2016, another study
investigated the fragrance of various essential volatile compounds from grapes, including linalool and
3-isobutyl-2-methoxypyrazine (IBMP), which were measured using PDMS-based TF-SPME devices [38].
This novel solid-phase mesh-enhanced sorption from headspace (SPMESH) method developed by
Jastrzembski and colleagues resulted in greater throughput and enhanced limits of quantitation
(ppb) during the analysis of volatile compounds (such as odorants) compared to other traditional
methods. Sol-gel coating of a stainless steel mesh substrate with a thin film of PDMS provided great
thermal stability and high sensitivity for the direct analysis with SPME-DART [38]. In 2007, Bicchi
and coworkers compared the results of headspace and direct contact sorptive tape extraction (STE),
all the while employing fiber HS-SPME as a reference standard [62]. The analytes extracted, volatile
compounds found in various solid biological matrices such as apple, perfume on human skin, rosemary
and spearmint, all demonstrated increased sensitivity and extraction efficiency compared to the more
conventional fiber HS-SPME method.

7.3. Other Applications of TF-SPME

In addition to the diverse applications TF-SPME provides in the environmental and flavor/fragrance
fields, many other procedures have been validated with a variety of matrices. Of these applications,
one of the most striking uses of TF-SPME has been the analysis of sebum, developed by Sisalli and
colleagues for the non-invasive detection of sebum in vivo [61]. This novel TF-SPME device, utilizing
an adhesive thin layer of PDMS, demonstrated good performance in the extraction of sebum and
other constituents of skin by a simple placement of the device on human skin, later being thermally
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desorbed in a TDU/cryo-trap system. This rapid and non-invasive sampling of human skin is crucial
for the further development of sampling methods for the cosmetic and pharmaceutical industries.
In a similar fashion, Jiang et al. introduced a novel in vivo sampling method for the analysis of
human skin constituents using a thin layer of PDMS [35]. To prevent saturation of the device from
sebum and other common skin oils, the PDMS-TF was emplaced between two pieces of stainless
steel mesh and then placed on the surface of skin for sampling (Figure 5). As a result, this developed
approach was able to demonstrate great promise for applications in clinical settings due to its high
reproducibility and non-invasive sampling procedure. In another example of TF-SPME being well
suited for both in vivo and ex vivo sampling in clinical settings, Bessonneau et al. prepared HLB/PDMS
and (C18)/PDMS TF-SPME devices for the investigation of prohibited substances in saliva, analyzed
with both LC-MS/MS and GC-MS [52]. Furthermore, this study demonstrated increased analytical
precision compared to their similarly developed ex vivo method, confirming the need for more rugged
in vivo sampling devices for clinical settings. In 2019, Shigeyama and colleagues reported another
application of TF-SPME by use of zeolite-based devices for the extraction of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) in saliva, a class of compounds that is used to determine if a patient has oral cancer [67].
This study again demonstrated the robustness of TF-SPME devices as a non-invasive method. In a
more recent study, Mirabelli et al. [39] utilized self-supported TF-SPME prepared according to the
method proposed by Jiang et al. [36] to extract illicit drugs in both beverages and biofluids. In this
study, for the first time, it was demonstrated that the DVB/PDMS TF-SPME devices were suitable
for ultrasound-assisted extraction, with a consequent drastic reduction of extraction time prior to
direct coupling to a DBDI source. Moreover, this approach allowed rapid quantitative desorption,
reducing the likelihood of the thermal degradation of sensitive analytes. As a result, this newly
developed method demonstrated several advantageous aspects, including rapid analytical throughput
and enhanced sensitivity. With the simplicity for TF-SPME devices to be used as onsite samplers, along
with their incredible sensitivity, they have been proven to be suitable tools for environmental analysis,
while their fast and non-invasive sampling affords them great potential for both the pharmaceutical
and clinical industries (Table 3).
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Table 2. Comparative studies demonstrating the efficacy of TF-SPME over similar extraction methods. Data are in limits of quantitation (LOQs) if not otherwise noted.

Piri-Moghadam et al. [9] Rodriguez-Lafuente et al. [68] Piri-Moghadam et al. [55] Emmons et al. [8]

Compounds

TF-SPME
Carbon Mesh

Supported
(µg L−1)

TF-SPME
Non-Supported

(µg L−1)

LLE
(µg L−1)

LOD
Compounds Fiber SPME

(µg L−1) RDL Compounds TF-SPME
(ng L−1)

TF-SPME
Drill

Agitation
(ng L−1)

LLE
(ng L−1)

Compounds TF-SPME
(µg L−1)

SPME
(µg L−1)

SPE
(µg L−1)

2,4,6-TCP 0.050 0.025 0.50 2,4,6-TCP 0.20 2,4,6-TCP 10 100 500 MCHM 0.10 1.0 500
2,3,4,6-TeCP 0.025 0.025 0.50 2,3,4,6-TeCP 0.20 2,3,4,6-TeCP 3.0 250 500 MMCHC 0.10 2.5 250
Trifluralin 0.050 0.050 1.0 Trifluralin 0.050 Trifluralin 3.0 50 1000 4MMCH 1.0 2.5 500
Diazinon 0.050 0.050 1.0 Diazinon 0.50 Diazinon 100 1000 1000 1-4CHDM 0.50 0.25 5000
Triallate 0.050 0.050 1.0 Triallate 0.050 Triallate 3.0 50 1000 DM-1-4CHC 0.10 0.50 500
Methyl

parathion 0.50 0.50 1.0 Methyl
parathion 0.20 Methyl

parathion 100 1000 1000 MCHCA 2.0 2.50 25,000

Alachlor 0.50 0.050 0.50 Alachlor 0.10 Alachlor 10 100 500
Metalachlor 0.050 0.025 5.0 Metalachlor 0.10 Metalachlor 3.0 250 500
Chlorpyrifos 0.25 0.10 1.0 Chlorpyrifos 0.20 Chlorpyrifos 10 1000 1000
Cyanazine 0.10 0.10 1.0 Cyanazine 1.0 Cyanazine 10 100 1000

2,4-DCP 0.10 0.050 0.25 2,4-DCP 0.10
Bendiocarb 0.050 0.025 2.0 Bendiocarb 0.05

Phorate 0.25 0.25 0.5 Phorate 0.25
Carbofurane 0.10 0.10 5.0 Carbofurane 0.20
Simazine 0.25 0.25 1.0 Simazine 0.050
Atrazine 0.075 0.25 0.50 Atrazine 0.050

PCP 0.075 0.10 0.50 PCP 0.20
Terbufos 0.25 0.25 0.50 Terbufos 0.50

Metribuzine 0.25 0.10 5.0 Metribuzine 0.20
Carbaryl 0.10 0.10 5.0 Carbaryl 0.50

Prometryn 0.075 0.075 0.25 Prometryn 0.20
Malathion 0.50 0.50 5.0 Malathion 0.20

LLE, liquid-liquid extraction; SPE, solid phase extraction; LOD, limit of detection; RDL, reported detection limits.
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Table 3. Applications of TF-SPME and closely related devices.

Extraction Phase Chemistry Sample Targeted Analytes Instrumentation Coating Method Ref.

Environmental Analysis

PDMS Environmental waters PAHs GC-MS N/A [12]
PDMS Environmental waters PAHs GC-MS N/A [16]
PDMS Environmental waters PAHs GC-MS N/A [49]
PDMS Deionized water PAHs GC-MS N/A [58]
PDMS Environmental waters PAHs GC-MS N/A [59]

Carbonaceous Nanomaterials Wastewater PAHs GC-MS Evaporation [20]
EVA and LDPE Air PAHs GC-MS Dipping [45]

Polyacrylate Environmental waters PAHs GC-MS Dispersion [32]
PDMS Soil PAHs HPLC-FLD Dispersion [46]
EVA Environmental waters Pesticides and PCBs GC-MS Dip coating [48]
EVA Air PCBs GC-MS Dispersion [44]

Various monophasic polymers Soil Pyrethroids GC-MS N/A [60]
PDMS Human skin Sebum constituents (squalene/fatty acids) GC-MS N/A [61]
PDMS Plant Tissue Plant volatiles GC-MS N/A [33]
PDMS Plants/Perfumes Plant volatiles/perfumes GC-MS N/A [62]

DVB/PDMS Air Benzene GC-MS Bar coating [36]
Polyacrylonitrile Environmental waters UV filters/biocides LC-MS Spray coating [54]

DVB/PDMS Environmental waters Toluene/xylene/pesticides GC-MS Bar coating [19]
DVB/PDMS Environmental waters Pesticides GC-MS Bar coating [55]
Car/PDMS Environmental waters Crude MCHM constituents GC-MS Bar coating [8]
HLB/PDMS Hot tub water Chlorination byproducts GC-MS Bar coating [30]
Graphene Various aqueous samples Trace metals TXRF Drop-casting [28]
Graphene Aqueous Methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl TXRF Drop-casting [27]

Zeolitic imidazolate framework Agricultural Wastewater Ethion (insecticide) IMS Electrospinning [63]
PDMS Lake water Organochlorine pesticides GC-MS Bar coating [64]

(HLB, C18, SAX, PS-DVB-WAX, HLB-SAX) Synthetic Seawater Fluorinated benzoic acids LC-MS, GC-MS Spray coating [21]
PDMS Fish tissue Polychlorinated biphenyls GC-MS N/A [65]

Flavors and fragrance

DVB/PDMS Beverage Aroma and flavor components GC-MS Bar coating [66]
DVB/PDMS Grapes Linalool/IBMP DART-MS Dip coating [69]

PDMS Perfumes and foodstuffs Volatile compounds GC-MS N/A [62]
DVB/PDMS Food Aroma and flavor components GC-MS Bar coating [34]

PDMS Grapes Linalool/IBMP DART-MS Dip coating [38]
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Table 3. Cont.

Other

PDMS Human Skin Volatile organic compounds GC-MS N/A [35]
PDMS Human Skin Sebum GC-MS N/A [61]
PDMS Human Saliva Prohibited substances and endogenous steroids GC-MS, LC-MS Bar coating [52]

PDMS/DVB Beverages and biological fluids Drugs GC-MS Dip coating [39]
ZSM-5/PDMS Human saliva Volatile metabolites GC-MS Deposition [67]

EVA, ethylene-vinyl acetate; LDPE, low-density polyethylene; HLB, hydrophobic lipophilic balance; SAX, strong anion exchange; PAHs, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; PCBs,
polychlorinated biphenyls; PS-DVB-WAX, polystyrene divinylbenzene weak anion exchange; TXRF, total reflection X-ray fluorescence; IMS, ion mobility spectrometry.
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8. Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

According to the principles of green analytical chemistry (GAC), the environmental impact of
analytical methodologies should be minimized by reducing the amount of solvents used for sample
pre-treatment and the use of toxic reagents, as well as developing alternative methodologies not
requiring solvents and reagents [70]. As broadly discussed in this review article, TF-SPME, as an
alternative geometry of SPME, is able to satisfy the requirements for greener sampling strategies yet
providing ease of use, high-throughput workflows, extraction capability for trace analysis, robustness
for onsite sampling, suitability for in vivo analysis and easy coupling to various separation platforms
and direct MS analysis. When an analytical eco-scale for assessing the greenness of analytical procedures
is performed [2,9] on conventional LLE methods, currently in use by regulatory agencies, versus newly
developed TF-SPME-based approaches, the minimized use of organic solvents and production of
laboratory waste allows TF-SPME to collect at least 50% less penalty points (based on parameters
of an analytical process that are not in agreement with the ideal green analysis) compared to LLE.
The versatility of the TF-SPME geometry both in the self-supported or supported devices enable this
technique to fit various analytical needs for environmental, food and bioanalysis. As an example,
TF-SPME can be used as wearable devices for passive sampling of skin emissions or as extractive
probes for remote sampling by use of drones, when sampling sites are not easily reachable or their
contamination levels could pose hazards to the analyst.

Due to the recent commercialization of carbon mesh supported TF-SPME devices, we envision
that their use in academic and industrial premises will increase quickly in the upcoming years. Further
work can be envisioned to test the ruggedness of these devices in complex fluids and evaluate their
capabilities of performing multiple extraction/desorption cycles in these matrixes without significant
loss of extraction efficiency. Moreover, further development of automation strategies for TF-SPME
could aim for the complete automation of extraction/desorption cycles when needed, achieving the
same throughput capabilities of fiber SPME.
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